OBAMA’S EFFORTS TO
CREATE KOREAN–NOT
AMERICAN–JOBS GETS
MORE CYNICAL
As I noted this morning, Obama plans to “pivot
to jobs” by creating them in Korea. (This video
came from his statement today after the deficit
ceiling bill got through.)
But his call on Congress to pass trade deals
with Korea, Panama, and Colombia just got even
more cynical.
First, because he says these deals will “help
displaced workers looking for new jobs.” That
word–displaced–is often used to refer to those
who have lost their manufacturing jobs because
they got sent to, say, Mexico in an earlier
trade deal. “Displaced” usually refers to just
the kind of people devastated by these trade
deals. It seems Obama is pretending that new
trade deals will create jobs for the people who
lost their jobs because of earlier trade deals.
But of course, last we heard, the folks who just
successfully held our economy hostage were
refusing to pass these trade deals with Trade
Adjustment Assistance attached. In other words,
chances are good that if these trade deals pass,
they’ll pass with nothing to help those who are
displaced because of it.
And note Obama’s promise to export “products
stamped, ‘Made in America’.” Aside from the fact
that a lot of what we’ll be exporting will be
American-style fraudulent finance, not
manufactured goods, his use of the term is all
the more cynical given the likely reason he used
it: because of the polling showing near
unanimity that the US should make things
again–like the 94% of Americans polled who think
creating manufacturing jobs here in America is
important.That is, he’s trying to co-opt the
almost complete opposition to this policy–which

almost certainly wouldn’t create any new
manufacturing jobs here in the US–as a way to
try to claim that trade deals that will result
in a net loss of jobs will instead create them.

